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Saboom.com asks for a Strip Club interview

"Saboom.com - interactive porn" 

the beginning. With the new show 

 

Nowadays erotic content must be varied and exciting, 

especially if it’s an interactive profect like Saboom. 

the new show "Hot Curves" Saboom.com meets these 

demands. Many different girls, a selectable entertaining 

scene and especially hardcore at its finest.

production, the focus was not only to show as many 

different types of women, but especially the move to a 

preference for breasts and buttocks in the foreground 

packaged in an interactive story.

 

Special Features  

In this new high-quality show 

story mode, so they have the possibility to choose what they want to see. 

show the user decides for each girl

whether she gets the job or not.

 

Content  

In "Hot Curves", as the name suggests, it's 

hot bodies of nine girls. These are used for casting in Mike's strip club and have to meet a few 

very specific tasks in order to get the job as a dancer.

sexy body, Shione Cooper oil her XL titts and Stacy Silver be a helpful hand for assist the 

contenders, many men’s dreams come t

Also starring: Roxy Taggart, Nicky Angel, Mona Lee,

Holly Carter, Spike (aka Pigdog) and Steve Q.
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asks for a Strip Club interview 

interactive porn" wants to offer a broad as possible selection of shows 

the beginning. With the new show “Hot Curves” Saboom keeps its promise at ,ultiple points.

Nowadays erotic content must be varied and exciting, 

’s an interactive profect like Saboom. With 

the new show "Hot Curves" Saboom.com meets these 

Many different girls, a selectable entertaining 

and especially hardcore at its finest. In this 

e focus was not only to show as many 

different types of women, but especially the move to a 

preference for breasts and buttocks in the foreground - 

packaged in an interactive story. 

 users have the opportunity to decide between hardcore and 

so they have the possibility to choose what they want to see. At the end of the 

for each girl who she has beaten the challange during the interview and 

whether she gets the job or not. 

s", as the name suggests, it's all about hot curves and more specifically to the 

These are used for casting in Mike's strip club and have to meet a few 

very specific tasks in order to get the job as a dancer. When Tara White let milk run over her 

y body, Shione Cooper oil her XL titts and Stacy Silver be a helpful hand for assist the 

s dreams come true. 

Also starring: Roxy Taggart, Nicky Angel, Mona Lee, Carla Cox, Lucy Bell, Audrey Argento, 

Holly Carter, Spike (aka Pigdog) and Steve Q. 
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